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THE BUTCHIES QUEER POP FOR NOW PEOPLE
Bilger, Audrey. Rockrgrl  52  (Summer 2004): 38-40,42.

Abstract (summary)

BUTCH DYKES KAIA WILSON (VOCALS/GUITAR), MELISSA YORK (DRUMS/VOCALS) AND ALISON MARTLEW (BASS/VOCALS) HAVE THE KIND OF ROCK STAR
SEX APPEAL TYPICALLY ASSOCIATED WITH YOUNG MALE MUSICIAN. Screaming teenage fans crowd the stage at their live shows and their pictures grace
the wall of many a dorm room. The Village Voice called Make Yr Life the "breakout record of their career" and urged readers to get out and see them "before
they fall prey to the inevitable limos and hookers."

AFTER SIX YEARS TOGETHER AND NOW, WITH THE RELEASES OF THEIR FOURTH RECORD, MAKE YR LIFE, THE BUTCHIES ARE, IN THEIR OWN WORDS,
"GOING FOR TOTAL WORLD DOMINATION." BUTCH DYKES KAIA WILSON (VOCALS/GUITAR), MELISSA YORK (DRUMS/VOCALS) AND ALISON MARTLEW
(BASS/VOCALS) HAVE THE KIND OF ROCK STAR SEX APPEAL TYPICALLY ASSOCIATED WITH YOUNG MALE MUSICIAN.

Screaming teenage fans crowd the stage at their live shows and their pictures grace the wall of many a dorm room. Up to this point, the Butchies' core
audience has been largely female and mostly queer. But now their catchy pop-punk sound is garnering praise from mainstream critics. The Village Voice
called Make Yr Life the "breakout record of their career" and urged readers to get out and see them "before they fall prey to the inevitable limos and
hookers."

The art for your new record has a brightly colored bubblegum theme with a smashed gum dispenser on the front. Are you poking fun at the pop flavor of
the music?

YORK: It's really hard to be poppy in the genre of music we are in. I think people see pop as selling out. There has to be something weird going on in a
song and this time I'm not afraid of that.

WILSON: We make really good music, but we're straddling the world between cool, hip, indie rock and seriously accessible pop music.

YORK: We are digging our own path.

You worked on this record longer than any of your previous records. Was this one harder to make?

YORK: We've never waited that long before. We usually record in the spring and it's out in the fall, so the fact that we waited a whole year could have driven
us crazy. This time I wanted to make a record that's great through and through, where there's not one bad song.

WILSON: We recorded the album in March of 2003 and a lot has changed in a short amount of time. Lyrically and musically it's all in there. A lot of the lyrics
are about being asleep and waking up. They are about healing, living and engaging.

How do you work out your songs? Do you collaborate?

WILSON: I bring in a skeleton. Sometimes it's missing a femur or some of its rib cage, and then the band adds the organs and blood and skin to make a full
living, breathing song. The songs I write all start on my mom's acoustic guitar. Then I play with different melodies and progressions. I'll start singing
nonsensical lyrics until I have a vocal melody I'm excited about. Then I work with that melody until there's a clear verse, chorus and, if it applies, a bridge.

You end the new record with a cover of the Outfield song "Your Love," and it's been part of your live shows for a while. What made you decide to cover that?

WILSON: I heard it on the '80s radio station one day about two years ago. We decided to cover it because it rocks and we like the idea of taking a song
sung by a guy to a girl and making it homo fun. We rock it hard and fast live, but on the record it's a sleepy, sad ballad.
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We covered "Shooting Star," a Cris Williamson song, on our first record Are We Not Femme? and turned the classic women's song into a classic rock
anthem. We wanted to honor one of the matriarchs of women's music. She was one of the first ladies to sing love songs explicitly about and to women.

What do you like about being in an all-female band?

WILSON: A lot of women don't like to mention the fact that they're women and how it's important to rock hard in terms of the male-fucking-dominated
scene. On a personal level, I feel like I need to be in a band with people I share certain things in common with. On a political level, as a band of out dykes,
we're showing something that hasn't been seen before: three butch dykes rocking, being good at it and being sexy. There's also compatibility. Being in a
band is like being in a relationship.

YORK: There have been moments onstage where I feel like we're having sex because it's so personal. It's such an amazing feeling.

MARTLEW: We're really good at supporting and taking care of each other. In the last band I was in, we were all women and it was fine, but I think there's
such a big difference between playing in a band with guys and not playing in a band with guys. There is a nicer way of dealing with things. So many guys I
have been in bands with were assholes and there were power struggles. But that might just be them.

It's also exciting to be an inspiration to young girls to play music and show them how to not be afraid of that.

Critics often seem surprised by how playful your music is, as if you can't be a dyke band without being grim and hostile.

WILSON: I don't care if people think we're a political band, but I do care that "political band" assumes you're sacrificing your musical integrity and that
you've got a stick up your ass. It has all these connotations. You can be a totally fucking rock and roll political band. It has a major appeal.

YORK: So many people have said that we're flag-wavers and that we're pigeon-holing ourselves. I always answer that we're just writing about our
experiences. Our experiences are that we love people who happen to be women. When I see a straight guy singing a love song, I sing that song at the top
of my lungs. If it's a woman singing a love song about a guy, I still sing because I'm relating to it. I just wish people could relate to us that way. I'd like to
have a more diverse audience than we have now.

Your fans are certainly grateful to you for representing queer identity onstage.

YORK: I'm glad that we can give that to someone because everybody should feel okay with themselves. It's a big issue for us because of teenage suicide.
So many queer kids kill themselves. And we are so there for the nerds and geeks too.

WILSON: We're there for people who were picked on in high school, who didn't feel like they fit in.

What do you use for gear?

WILSON: I love Gibson guitars. I've got a '71 SG and my next guitar will be a Les Paul. I play a Peavey 50 classic reissue and I like the sound that two 12''
speakers make (versus a 4 10'' speaker). I love the sound of instruments that are old and used, and I especially love them when I've worn them in myself.

MARTLEW: I use a Fender P-Bass American with passive electronics and a Fender BXR300 combo amp. When I play "Trouble" live, I use a DOD Supra
distortion pedal. For strings I always use GHS Bass Boomers long scale mediums.

YORK: I have an endorsement deal with Sonor and I have a designer series set. I would have never been able to afford this set if I didn't have the
endorsement. Before that I played a Pearl Export. That was the only drum set I had before this one, so that's my second drum of choice. I used to play a
22'' bass drum and now I play a 20''. My favorite snare is a Pearl free-floating and my favorite cymbal of all time is a Ziidjian rocker. I play a 20''. My
favorite kick drum pedal is the Tama Iron Cobra. My sticks are Vic Firth 5A wood tip.

What are the pleasures and hardships of life on the road?

WILSON: Touring is something you either take to or you don't and, lucky for all of us, we really love the adventure and the vast experiences when we're out
on the road. We love to explore and rock out and play the music we create. One challenge of being an all-women band is that we sometimes sync on our
periods, although it really doesn't matter. Synced or staggered, the bitchiness still comes into play. We generally look back on the "great pancake/herbal tea
fight" situations and laugh. Because we're all dykes and butchies we all have to watch each others' backs. Public restrooms are always a challenge and often
an anxiety, especially for Alison who passes for a man the majority of the time in Middle America.

YORK: If we stop at a rest stop, we get a lot of looks when we go into the women's bathroom, but I know there are femmes out there who have troubles,
too. There are moments we can pass for boys and not get the same sexual harassment they end up getting.

As part of your live shows, Kaia invites the audience to contribute wristbands to her collection and people throw them onto the stage. How did that get
started?

WILSON: Back in the mid 'cos I toured solo a bit and at the time I was really into gum. I talked about it and people started giving me lots of gum. It was
definitely a cool way to connect with people and also a very good way to get free gum! Now I've got a gazillion wrist bands and counting. When people give
me their bands it's a way for them to exchange a part of themselves for the music. Either that or they are trying to get in my pants...or they want me to
give them my pants, or something. Pretty soon my entire arms will be covered in other people's sweaty wrist bands. Cool!

How did the video for "Send Me You" come about?

YORK: I've always wanted to do a video. We said, "Can we do it in a week?"
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WILSON: It took a long time to work up to the eventual concept. Everything about this record has been so well thought out. We did the fucking best we
could on all this shit. We worked damned hard for it. We'll probably only sell a thousand copies, but hey!

YORK: It took a long time to get our record art together, too. But I don't want to be 70 years old and look back on my life and say I didn't try things. I want
to give it my all. It's a hard feat not saying, "The world didn't accept me because I was queer."

Sidebar
I BRING IN A SKELETON. SOMETIMES IT'S MISSING A FEMUR OR SOME OF ITS RIB CAGE, AND THEN THE BAND ADDS THE ORGANS AND BLOOD AND
SKIN TO MAKE A FULL LIVING, BREATHING SONG.

Sidebar
ONE CHALLENGE OF BEING AN ALL-WOMEN BAND IS THAT WE SOMETIMES SYNC ON OUR PERIODS. ALTHOUGH IT REALLY DOESN'T MATTER. SYNCED OR
STAGGERED, THE BITCHINESS STILL COMES INTO PLAY.
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